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AFX is setting a new standard in HO performance with its Mega G chassis, which is coupled to some of the nicest bodies you can get including
modern designs such as the Audi and Peugeot prototypes and the older,
but even more delicious Daytona Cobra and Ford GT. And AutoWorld is
solving a problem by offering a modular display case that can be stocked
and will hold six cars each.

of the nicest bodies you can get. A person can’t help but like the
modern cars like the Peugeot and Audi prototypes and the deliciously classic Ford GT and Cobra Daytona coupes.
AFX is a really good option for the informal club racing that is
fast becoming the backbone of slot car sales. Besides its cars, it
offers a huge selection and wide variety of track, allowing up to
eight lane courses that can include large radius or hairpin turns and
chicane track sections.
It’s that time again for Slot Car Skeletons in the Closet.
Sometimes a crazy idea turns out to be crazy like a fox. Back in the
mid 60s Revell had a very popular stable of 1/24-scale plastic
model kits designed by Ed “Big Daddy” Roth, and in a different
department a huge selection of slot cars including BRM and Lotus

Back in the mid 60s Revell offered a stable of plastic Rat FInk kits
designed by the legendary Ed “Big Daddy” Roth along with a line of
sucessful slot cars. At some point it was suggested the two should be
joined together into one product resulting in the above crazy like a fox
idea, the Ed Roth Mr. Gasser. If you can find one of these cars grab it
as they have become highly collectable.

open wheel Grand Prix racers and Ferrari GTO and Corvette
Grand Touring racers. Everything, the plastic kits along with the
slot cars, all sold very well. Then someone in Revell decided to
combine the serious Grand Prix cars with the hot rod icon Dig
Daddy Roth’s plastic kits. In place of the typical interior and driver
they provided large Rat Fink and Gasser Roth cartoon characters.
What may well have begun as an adult beverage fueled BS session resulted in one of the most beloved slot cars of all time, the
famous, or infamous—depending upon your point of view—Revell
Ed Roth Mr. Gasser. Sometimes a nutty idea turns out to be a
great one and if you stumble across one of these gems grab it.
They are highly collectable. HM
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